
WEBER NLCA
Wet deburring machine for the automotive industrySP
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2013
We are launching the first 
WEBER wet deburring machine 
especially designed for 
automotive components

2020
The completely new 
design of the NLCA sets 
new standards for the 
automotive industry
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FOR DURABLE PARTS 
AND ENDURING SAFETY.

Much time and energy go into the design 

of automotive parts. Developed 

to perfection, manufactured to 

 perfection. Just one slight impurity 

is enough to turn high quality parts 

into waste. The proverbial spanner 

in the works. Preventing this was the 

objective behind the development of the NLCA.  

WEBER wet grinding: for pristine, flawless parts.



1 to 10 grinding stations

300 mm

450 mm

600 mm

Technical data

Ideal machining of complex fine-blanking parts

The WEBER NCLA is a deburring machine 
especially designed for fine-blanking parts that 
require strong, even edge rounding at a high 
throughput speed. The combination with the 
WEBER cleaning machines in a compact design 
enables the highest degree of production 
efficiency in the smallest space.

WEBER NLCA – advantages at a glance:

¡	Compact design  

¡	Drives completely in dry section  

¡	Laterally extendible brush units  
 for improved integration into  
 production lines  

¡	Single-track and double-track options 
 with or without turning unit and  
 workpiece return  

¡	Ideal accessibility for maintenance  

¡	Simultaneous machining top/bottom  
 as an option

WEBER NLCA | Wet deburring machine

 WEBER’s special model. 
 For deburring, rounding, descaling and  
 surface grinding of fine-blanking parts

¡ Working widths 300, 450 and 600 mm

¡ Working height 900 mm

¡ Version with 1 to 10 machining stations per frame unit

¡	Mode of operation: top grinding

¡ Workpiece thickness 0.3–120 mm

¡	Infinitely	variable	feed	speed

¡ Grinding belt length 2620 mm

¡ Grinding belt drive up to 30 kW

¡ Touch Panel TP1200

¡ “i-Touch” controller

¡ Freely selectable arrangement of grinding stations



WEBER NLCA
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Ideal machining of complex fine-blanking parts

WEBER NLCA | Wet deburring machine

 WEBER’s special model. 
 For deburring, rounding, descaling and  
 surface grinding of fine-blanking parts

WEBER GRINDING TECHNOLOGY

¡ GD grinding roller

¡ DR planetary head

¡ BS brush rollers

¡ MRB multi-rotation brushes

¡ “i-Touch” controller



The WEBER MRB system is used for formed parts. 
The brushes rotate around two axes horizontally 
and vertically. This multi-rotation function ensures 
even rounding on several levels. The compact 
design of the brush head makes it easy to 
combine with other WEBER grinding technologies. 
This arrangement works perfectly for any material 
thickness.

The WEBER GD grinding roller is primarily 
used to remove burrs formed during punching 
and for surface levelling. The extremely wear-
resistant coating on the roller, which was 
especially developed for this purpose, ensures 
a high tolerance compensation.

WEBER  
MRB Multi-Rotation Brush
The ideal addition for perfect  
edge machining

WEBER  
GD Grinding Rollers
For uniform deburring and  
surface grinding

WEBER NLCA machining systems
Sophisticated technology for high-quality parts
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The time-tested WEBER DR planetary head is 
used in almost all WEBER automatic grinding 
machines. The system provides all-round edge 
machining across all contours of the workpiece. 
This is particularly important for fine-blanking 
components. With its rotating brushes, which 
are arranged in groups, the Planetary head 
ensures remarkably uniform deburring and 
rounding.

The WEBER BS brush system permits the use 
of special grinding mediums not available as 
grinding belt. The brushes machine the surface 
and to some extent the edges. The oscillating 
brush system is adjustable and is primarily 
used for lengthwise grinding. The BS brush 
rollers improve the surface quality, change the 
surface roughness or surface structure.

WEBER  
MRB Multi-Rotation Brush
The ideal addition for perfect  
edge machining

WEBER  
DR Planetary Head
All-round edge machining  
across the entire width

WEBER  
GD Grinding Rollers
For uniform deburring and  
surface grinding

WEBER  
BS Brush Rollers
Final deburring of edges and  
surface optimisation

WEBER NLCA machining systems
Sophisticated technology for high-quality parts



WEBER NLCA handling innovations
Perfect turning, efficient sorting and transport of parts

Depending on the material flow, space capacity and material type, the industry 
requires various machining and workpiece turning concepts. WEBER offers 
concepts customised for your product.

WEBER machining variants
Single-track or double-track – optimised for any requirement
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WEBER offers various turning concepts 
to optimise the process reliability and 
quantity of machined parts. For instance, 
conventional magnetic drum turning units 
are used for iron parts. Specially designed 
grooved drum turning units are used for 
non-ferrous metals.

The five example illustrations on page 8 
show both our transport concepts and our 
different part turning systems in detail.

WEBER drag plates use the Poka Yoke principle 
to prevent incorrect depositing of parts on the 
conveyor belt during feeding. During manual 
loading, the following errors can occur:

- Parts are deposited with insufficient spacing, 
 preventing an even rounding of outer edges.

- Parts are deposited upside down, i.e. with the 
 burr pointing down.

- Too many parts are deposited, causing  
 an overload for the following processes  
 (e.g. any testing devices involved).

WEBER drag plates make it possible to control 
the feeding speed, make incorrect depositing 
impossible and guarantee a perfect spacing of 
parts at all times.

WEBER turning systems
Innovative workpiece turning  
systems for efficient machining

WEBER feeding systems
Drag plates for problem-free  
feeding



WEBER operation
Simple and intuitive

By default, WEBER grinding and deburring machines are 
equipped with a high-quality touch operating terminal with 
colour mode. This is based on the Siemens control system. 
Due to the new graphical user interface, operation is even 
simpler and more efficient. As an alternative, the tried and 
tested “i-Touch” control knob can guide you through the 
most important menu functions. All adjustments can be 
made and saved on the operating terminal. Integration into 
higher ranking control systems or interlinking with other 
machines is no problem.

WEBER control
With optimised operating structure

WEBER “i-Touch”

Simple and perfect control  
and navigation

WEBER Vision Control

Visual process control for  
quality and quantity
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WEBER operation
Simple and intuitive



WEBER brush and grinding system ensure perfect deburring 
rounding and surface grinding, even during wet grinding of fine-
blanking parts. The distinctive feature of the NLCA: A special 
cleaning unit is connected to the grinding stations for reliable 
removal of all grinding residue.

Punched parts do not achieve the desired quality until they have 
been ground by a WEBER deburring and grinding machine. Smooth 
surfaces on the outside and inside as well as smooth edges create 
the conditions required for perfect, safe processing of the parts. 
The examples speak for themselves.

Fine-blanking parts
Innovative machining for especially  
demanding parts

Punched parts
Perfect deburring and rounding

WEBER NLCA results
Results you can be proud of
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WEBER’s sophisticated wet grinding technology shows convincing 
results, even when grinding formed parts, when there is a risk of 
excessive material heating and when machining metal sheets with 
a heavy oil film. Specially developed grinding technologies are used 
primarily for formed parts. A special multi-level deburring system 
with cycled process steps permits the machining of parts on several 
levels. The planetary head and the MRB brush system ensure 
perfect rounding and surface finish quality.

Formed parts
Ideal solutions for difficult problems

Punched parts
Perfect deburring and rounding



All WEBER grinding machines are developed and manufactured in 
Kronach. For the development of new technologies, we at WEBER 
trust only our own specialists. We provide our customers with our 
in-house technical centre where we test innovations, develop them 
further and finally make them ready for their market launch. We 
always involve our customers in the development process. Even 
after delivery of a machine, the WEBER after-sales service ensures 
problem-free commissioning and long-term production efficiency.

WEBER technical centre
Presentations and customer training  
at our own technical centre

Our customers play the most important part in our consultation, 
installation and support services. Thanks to our close cooperative 
contact with our customers, we can make their requests and 
requirements the focus of all new developments. Our customers 
are involved in the process development throughout the entire 
development period. As a result we can provide our customers with 
grinding machines which meet the highest demands on quality, 
performance and efficiency.

WEBER consulting and support
Our focus is on our customers

WEBER support
More than just grinding machines
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WEBER technical centre
Presentations and customer training  
at our own technical centre

WEBER offers diverse round and cup brush options as well as 
grinding belts for any type of metal machining. To ensure we get the 
best results, we involve our customers and tool suppliers in the tool 
development process from the very start. For instance, our automatic 
tool length measuring system guarantees work with minimum wear 
and our sophisticated quick-change system permits tool changes in 
only a few short steps. This saves time and money.

WEBER consulting and support
Our focus is on our customers

WEBER tool technology
The ideal grinding system for any application

WEBER support
More than just grinding machines



Quality “Made in Germany”
Our company, rich in tradition, can look back on over  
100 years of grinding machine manufacturing.  
The WEBER machine works are synonymous with  
innovation and high-quality machine construction.
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Hans Weber
Maschinenfabrik GmbH
Bamberger Str. 20
D-96317 Kronach
Phone: +49 (0)9261 409-0
Fax: +49 (0)9261 409-399
Email: info@hansweber.de
www.hansweber.de


